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Abstract. Face meshes in consistent topology serve as the foundation
for many face-related applications, such as 3DMM constrained face re-
construction and expression retargeting. Traditional methods commonly
acquire topology uniformed face meshes by two separate steps: multi-
view stereo (MVS) to reconstruct shapes followed by non-rigid regis-
tration to align topology, but struggles with handling noise and non-
lambertian surfaces. Recently neural volume rendering techniques have
been rapidly evolved and shown great advantages in 3D reconstruction
or novel view synthesis. Our goal is to leverage the superiority of neural
volume rendering into multi-view reconstruction of face mesh with con-
sistent topology. We propose a mesh volume rendering method that en-
ables directly optimizing mesh geometry while preserving topology, and
learning implicit features to model complex facial appearance from multi-
view images. The key innovation lies in spreading sparse mesh features
into the surrounding space to simulate radiance field required for volume
rendering, which facilitates backpropagation of gradients from images to
mesh geometry and implicit appearance features. Our proposed feature
spreading module exhibits deformation invariance, enabling photorealis-
tic rendering seamlessly after mesh editing. We conduct experiments on
multi-view face image dataset to evaluate the reconstruction and imple-
ment an application for photorealistic rendering of animated face mesh.

Keywords: Multi-View Face Reconstruction · Mesh Topology · Neural Volume
Rendering

1 Introduction

The uniformed topology face mesh dataset serves as the cornerstone for many
face-related applications. It inherently encodes dense vertex correspondence among
faces with varying shapes and expressions, greatly simplifying human faces inter-
polation, analysis, and manipulation. For example, the classical statistical face
model 3DMM [3] is derived from the uniformed topology face mesh dataset,
enabling applications such as monocular face reconstruction and animatable
avatars. However, obtaining a topology uniformed face mesh is not straightfor-
ward. A classic procedure involves initially reconstructing scans using multi-view
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(a): input images(9 of 30 views) (b): topology uniformed reconstruction (c): rendering of (b) (d): edited mesh (e): rendering of (d)

Fig. 1: We propose a method that simulates the radiance field using meshes, enabling
direct reconstruction of topologically uniformed face meshes from multi-view images
through volume rendering. After face animation, the rendering quality remains con-
sistent with the original images. (a) input multi-view images; (b) reconstructed topo-
logically uniformed mesh; (c) rendering of reconstruction; (d) animated face and (e)
rendering of animated face mesh.

stereo algorithms and subsequently deforming a mesh template with predefined
topology to tightly match the scans using non-rigid registration algorithms. Com-
monly used statistical face models, such as [3, 19, 33, 48], are derived based on
this procedure.

Nevertheless, this procedure may encounter a bunch of issues. Firstly, scans
often contain irregular noise, requiring manual cleaning-up and hyperparame-
ter adjustment to ensure convergence during the registration step. The errors of
scans are carried over into the registration results, leading to error accumulation.
Besides, traditional MVS software relies on image feature extraction and match-
ing, making it challenging to handle surfaces with complex material properties,
as commonly found in human faces. Currently some neural network methods
can directly predict uniformed topology meshes from multi-view face images,
but they rely on scans [4] or registrations [20,21] output by the mentioned pro-
cedure to serve as ground truth supervision.

In recent years, there has been a continuous integration of deep learning
with traditional 3D computer vision and graphics algorithms. Methods based
on volume rendering and neural implicit 3D representations, e.g., NeRF [29],
NeuS [38] and others [8, 24, 25, 42], leverage the powerful fitting capabilities of
neural networks to model geometry, anisotropic appearance and lighting. The
well-behaved differentiability of volume rendering allows gradients to be com-
puted throughout space, and enables efficient back-propagation of loss functions
from images to directly optimize network parameters. These approaches have
achieved remarkable results in tasks such as 3D reconstruction, novel view syn-
thesis, and realistic rendering, gaining widespread attention. Our goal is to com-
bine the end-to-end gradient backpropagation of neural volume rendering with
the ability to handle complex appearance and lighting, achieving a method to
reconstruct uniformed topology meshes from multi-view images as an alternative
to the MVS+registration procedure.
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We propose a new mesh volume rendering mechanism to enable topology-
consistent reconstruction. The main challenge in mesh-based volume rendering
is that classic volume rendering methods operate on density and color fields,
which assign values to every point in the space. However, mesh only describes
the surface of objects, so it only has values in a small region within the space. The
core of our method is how to spread sparse surface features into the surround-
ing space, thereby simulating a density and radiance field. Firstly we compute
the nearest distance from sampling points to the mesh and employ the method
similar to [24, 25, 28, 38] to convert distance into volume rendering density. Sec-
ondly, we propose a learnable feature spreading module, which spreads surface
features into surrounding space to simulate a radiance field. Utilizing density
and radiance field simulation, we employ volume rendering to backpropagate
loss from images, in order to optimize the vertex positions of a template mesh,
implicit features defined in UV space, and parameters of the feature spreading
module. Additionally, the simulated radiance field is encoded in relative coordi-
nate system of the mesh, thus when the mesh moves, the radiance field moves
relatively. Leveraging this property, we can edit face mesh using deformation
algorithms such as blendshapes while maintaining the same rendering quality.
The reconstructed geometry, textures, and feature spreading modules together
can function as animatable face avatars.

Contributions of this paper can be summarized as:

– We propose a novel schema for neural volume rendering on triangle meshes,
enabling direct reconstruction of topology consistent face mesh from multi-
view images.

– We propose a deformation-invariant features spreading module to spread
sparse implicit features defined on mesh surface into surrounding space and
simulate a continuous radiance field, which enables photorealistic rendering
after face animation.

– Qualitative and quantitative experiments are conducted to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed method. And the corresponding code will be
publicly accessible.

2 Related works

2.1 Multi-view face reconstruction

Typically, high quality multi-view uniformed topology face reconstruction in-
volves two steps: multi-view stereo geometry reconstruction and non-rigid topol-
ogy registration. Multi-view face images can be captured with passive multiple
camera system [2] or active photometric stereo systems [11, 27]. Subsequently,
3D reconstruction algorithms based on image feature matching and multi-view
geometry are used to recover scans from the images. Some commercial softwares
provide this functionality, such as Colmap and Metashape. And then non-rigid
registration algorithms are used to deform a template mesh to fit the captured
geometry for topology aligning mostly regularized by statistics face model [19],
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or jointly optimize correspondence across an entire dataset in a groupwise man-
ner [5, 53]. Scans often have irregular noise, necessitating manual cleaning-up
or hyperparameter adjustment for convergence of registration. And errors in
the raw scan may propagate into the registration results. [9] directly recovers
uniform topology geometry from images without the need for acquiring scans.
However, this method is based on optical flow, making it sensitive to environ-
ment lighting and self-occlusion. There are some learning based topologically
uniformed face mesh reconstruction methods. [4,20,21] learn to regress topology
uniformed face mesh from multi-view images, but require large amount of ground
truth scans or registered meshes for training, which requires much computation
resources. [1, 39] use 3DMM [3] as shape prior, limiting the method usable only
on the topology where 3DMM is based. Switching to different topology entails
much additional efforts. Our method, on the other hand, only annotates sparse
landmark indices for each predefined topology, making it relatively easy to tran-
sition to a different topology. Additionally, recent works like [6, 10,12,14,35,55]
focus on reconstructing drivable neural avatars based on implicit representations
from monocular face videos. A large portion of these methods are conditioned
on 3DMM coefficients or bound to uniformed topology meshes.

2.2 Neural Rendering Mesh Reconstruction

Existing multi-view reconstruction softwares, such as COLMAP, relies on image
feature extraction and matching which can produce precise results but struggles
with noise and non-Lambertian surfaces. Recently, neural rendering methods
make significant advancements in mesh 3D reconstruction. Some works [7,15,17,
22, 23, 26, 31, 43] transform discrete rendering (rasterization or ray tracing) into
a continuous and differentiable form, enabling mesh reconstruction by inverse
rendering. Recently NeRF [29] achieves remarkable results in novel view syn-
thesis tasks, utilizing volume rendering to efficiently backpropagate gradients,
which is capable of handling intricate occlusion and modeling complex interac-
tions between illumination and surface materials. Thus differentiable volume ren-
dering has garnered significant attention. Explicit 3D meshes can be extracted
from NeRF [29] but with much noise. Methods like [24, 25, 32, 38, 49], replace
density field by distance field for smooth and accurate surfaces reconstruction.
After acquiring implicit distance field, marching cubes or [37] are applied for ex-
plicit mesh extraction. Nevertheless, topology of meshes obtained by the above
methods is not fixed and the topological quality may be poor, thus additional
registration step is required for topology consistency.

2.3 Mesh in Neural Volume Rendering

There are many methods attempting to incorporate meshes into volume render-
ing, primarily for NeRF [29] real-time rendering or editability. [8] combines tradi-
tional graphics rasterization pipelines with neural rendering attributes, achieving
fast NeRF rendering. [37, 50] extract high quality meshes in free topology from
implicit representation thus enabling mesh physics simulation and rasterization.
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Fig. 2: The pipeline of our proposed approach. We propose a mesh volume rendering
mechanism which transforms point-to-mesh distance into density, and a learnable mesh
features spreading module, which spreads sparse features defined on mesh surface into
surrounding space to simulate a continuous radiance field. Our method can generate
high-quality images from mesh by volume rendering, thus enabling loss backpropaga-
tion from image to mesh parameters (vertice position and implicit features defined in
UV space).

Some works [13, 42] leverage hybrid representation of mesh and implicit field
based on the observation that solid objects are better described using meshes
that can be quickly rendered, while implicit representation are more suitable for
objects challenging to model geometrically such as hair or grass. [44,45,47,51,52]
bind NeRF to the mesh, and when editing mesh shape, the implicit field changes
accordingly. Similarly, [34,46] encapsulate NeRF within a cage represented by a
mesh, using the deformation of the enclosing mesh to drive the internal motion
of NeRF. These methods do not focus on reconstruction and maintaining topo-
logical consistency, and all require first reconstructing implicit 3D shape before
extracting explicit meshes. In contrast, our method directly reconstructs shapes
from multi-view images while preserving topological consistency.

3 Method

Given multi-view images with known camera parameters and a face mesh tem-
plate predefined by artists as inputs, our proposed method directly optimizes
mesh geometry while maintaining topology consistency, and learns implicit tex-
ture features. Our pipeline is shown in Fig2. First, we propose a new mesh volume
rendering mechanism with mesh features spreading module, which propagates
features defined on the mesh surface into the surrounding space, allowing the
mesh to simulate a radiance field, based on which volume rendering can back-
ward loss from images to mesh parameters. 1) In mesh volume rendering, for
each sampled point along a ray, we search for the nearest point on the mesh,
and the distance between these two points is converted into density. 2) mesh
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feature spreading: Features of nearest point, relative spatial vector, and viewing
direction are then fed into learnable features spreading MLP to obtain color of
sampled points.

Based on this mesh volume rendering mechanism, we optimize the vertices
positions V ∈ Rnv×3 of a template mesh whose topology F ∈ Z+nt×3 is prede-
fined by artists and fixed during optimization, to approximate multi-view images
{Ii}Mi=1 in M views with known camera parameters (denoted by {Ki, Ri, ti}Mi=1)
for different identities and expressions. For appearance modeling, we learn an
implicit appearance feature A ∈ Rna×na×nf defined in UV space (nf , na denote
feature dimension and size of the square texture feature), and a MLP-based
features spreading module Fd to decode implicit features and spread color into
surrounding space.

This section will be arranged as following: Section 3.1 reviews SDF volume
rendering method proposed in NeuS [38]. Section 3.2 provides an overview of our
proposed mesh volume rendering process and formulas, explaining the transfor-
mation from point-to-mesh distance to density for volume rendering. The map-
ping from implicit mesh texture features to radiance field will be introduced in
Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, we present the loss functions, training process and
strategies.

3.1 Preliminaries

In this section, we review the volume rendering process proposed in NeuS [38].
Considering a ray r emanating from the camera center o ∈ R3 in direction v ∈
R3(||v|| = 1), which is parameterized by {r(t) = o+ tv|t ≥ 0}, the accumulated
color Ĉ of the pixel corresponding to the ray r is calculated by:

Ĉ(r) =

N∑
k=1

Tkαkck, Tk =

k−1∏
k′=1

(1− αk), (1)

where N denotes the sampling points number along the ray r. Tk is the accu-
mulated transmittance, and αk is the weight of the k-th sample point.

Since in NeuS the geometry of the scene is represented by signed distance
field (SDF) instead of volume density, a mapping function from SDF values to
the weight αk is designed. It has been demonstrated that the density function
along a ray needs to be monotonically increasing before and after traversing the
surface. This ensures unbiased weighting in volume rendering and awareness of
occlusion. The volume rendering density α proposed by NeuS [38] is formulated
as:

αk = max(
Φs(sk)− Φs(sk+1)

Φs(sk)
, 0) (2)

where Φs is the cumulative distribution of logistic density distribution, and sk
is the SDF value of the k-th sample point.

The SDF representation used in NeuS assumes that the object to be recon-
structed is watertight, but cannot handle reconstruction of non-closed shapes.
To reconstruct general objects, some methods [24,25,28] leverage neural implicit
Unsigned Distance Field (UDF) instead of SDF.
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3.2 Mesh Volume Rendering

In this section, we introduce how to perform volume rendering on mesh. We de-
velop a mesh volume rendering scheme inspired by NeuS, but make adaptations
tailored for mesh: a density calculation method based on the distance from point
to mesh, a normal approximation method for sampling points not on the mesh
surface, and a sampling method with reduced sample points.
Mesh Density. Firstly, we transform point-to-mesh distance to density using
the similar algorithm proposed in NeuS [38]. Signed Distance Field (SDF) is a
function that represents the signed minimal distance from a point in space to
surface. Given a mesh, we compute the distance field by searching the near-
est point on mesh surface. For each sample point x, we search for the nearest
point x′ on the triangle f of mesh, described by barycentric coordinates wb.
For each sampling point, nearest triangle search requires traversing all triangles
of mesh, which brings heavy computation. Therefore we accelerate the nearest
point search by a CUDA-implemented OCTree. Then we use distance from x
to x′ as distance field value of x, which can be transformed into density value
as Eq. (2). Considering our template mesh is non-watertight mesh, we follow
Neudf [24] to transform unsigned point-to-mesh-distance into density. Note that
there is no noticeable difference in the effects between Neus [38] and Neudf [24].
Normal Approximation. In NeuS [38], SDF normals are obtained via numer-
ical differentiation, enabling calculation at every spatial location, while mesh
normals are computed by cross-products of triangle edges and limited to the
surface. We address this disparity by approximating the normal n of sampling
point x using the normal n′ of the nearest point x′. This approximation is ac-
curate when x is sufficiently close to x′. Its impact on alpha composition of
volume rendering is minimal for sampling points far from surface, making the
approximation acceptable.
Mesh Sampling. NeuS [38] adopts a coarse-to-fine sampling approach, while
assuming objects lie within a sphere and sampling only in this sphere. These
two tricks significantly reduce the number of sampling points and accelerate
training. We follow the coarse-to-fine sampling strategy but narrow down the
sampling range. We compute the first and latest intersection of the rays with
the OCTree and sample only within the intersection range, achieving similar
results with fewer sampling points. Additionally, NeuS [38] defines a learnable
hyperparameter s to automatically control the degree of density distribution
concentration. In our experiments, s is set to a fixed value 0.64.

3.3 Mesh Features Spreading

In this section, we introduce our proposed deformation-invariant learnable fea-
tures spreading module which propagates sparse features defined on mesh surface
into the surrounding space to simulate continuous radiance field (as shown in
Fig 2). We define implicit feature A ∈ Rna×na×nf in UV space to encode the
distribution of radiance around surface, where the UV parameterization is pre-
defined by artists. For a sample point x with its nearest point on mesh (denoted
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as x′) described by triangle index and barycentric coordinates wb, implicit ap-
pearance feature a′ ∈ Rna

of x′ can be interpolated from A by wb. Then a MLP
Fd is designed to decode implicit appearance feature a′ with spatial relationship
between x and x′ into color value c of x, which is trained using shading loss. To
model anisotropic radiance, view directions d are also fed into Fd.
Deformation-invariant Representation. Then the key question is how to
represent the spatial relationship between x and x′. Our features spreading mod-
ule is designed to propagate features defined on mesh surface into the surround-
ing space, generating a radiance field. However, since the mesh vertices are also
optimized during the reconstruction process, if the surface orientation and posi-
tion change, the radiance field should also change accordingly to ensure correct
rendering after surface changes. Therefore, the spatial relationship between x
and x′ should be defined in the surface’s relative coordinate system rather than
the world coordinate system. In this way, even if the surface orientation and
position change, the spatial relationship can remain unchanged.
Relative Coordinate System Transformation. Based on the above obser-
vation, we propose an algorithm to calculate surface relative coordinate system
and transform sample point x into the new coordinate system. Given the nearest
triangle f of the sample point, the normalized vector from the first edge of the
nearest triangle, triangle normal, and the cross product of these two vectors ex-
pand a new 3D coordinate system. Each of the three vectors is a unit vector and
orthogonal to each other. And we set the nearest point x′ serve as the origin of
this relative coordinate system. The new coordinate system expanded by nearest
triangle edges and normal can be formulated as:

Q = [v1 − v0, (v1 − v0)× n,n], (3)

where vi is the world coordinate of the i-th vertex of triangle f (represented by
column vector), and n denotes normalized normal.

Then the world coordinates of sample point x can be transformed into sur-
face relative coordinates pr by linear transformation formulated as the following
equation:

pr = Q−1[x− x′] (4)

View direction d is transformed into direction dr in surface relative coor-
dinate system as dr = Q−1d. And finally, the features spreading and radiance
prediction process can be formulated as:

c = Fd(pr,dr,a
′) (5)

Additionally, position encoding is involved to increase spatial resolution of
pr,dr.
Editing. Due to the relative coordinate transformation, the learned radiance
field can move along with the surface, enabling consistent rendering of edited
mesh. Similar ray sampling, nearest point search and coordinates transformation
are conducted on the deformed mesh.
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3.4 Loss and Training Scheme

To reconstruct topology uniformed mesh from multi-view images based on our
mesh volume rendering mechanism, we use the following three loss functions to
optimize V,A,Fd for geometry and appearance modeling:
Shading Loss. For geometry and appearance modeling, we use L1 loss to con-
strain the shaded images Îi computed by mesh volume rendering being close to
the real observations Ii:

Lcolor =

M∑
i

|Ii − Îi|. (6)

Landmark Loss. Landmark loss is involved to constrain the projection of cor-
responding 3D vertices on mesh are close to 2D detected landmarks for initializa-
tion. Noted that 2D landmarks are highly sparse, offering limited shape details,
and may involve noise or semantic inconsistency across views, thus landmark
loss is only used during the initialization stage.We extract nl facial landmarks
of selected front views denoted by If . The landmark loss can be formulated as:

Lldmk =
∑
If

nl∑
j=0

(ppj − plj)
2, (7)

where pp, pl denote projection and detected landmarks respectively. And the
projection process is shown in the following equation, where K, [R|t] denote
camera intrinsic and extrinsic parameters for one view:

ppj = K(Rvj + t). (8)

Mask Loss. The mask loss Lmask is defined as:

Lmask = ||Mk − Ôk||2, (9)

where Ôk =
∑n

i=1 Tk,iαk,i is the sum of weights along the camera ray. Mk ∈
{0, 1} is the face mask for the k-th camera view. In practice, mask loss is
computed sorely on pixels around the mask contour to reduce sampling rays
number and accelerate training. Furthermore, since the UDF volume rendering
formula [24] we use cannot distinguish the orientation of mesh, we additionally
employ backface culling techniques to set Ôk of pixels facing away from the
camera to zero when calculating the mask loss.
Shape Rigidness. Laplacian regularization [36] is a commonly used shape reg-
ularization term in mesh editing. [30] is a neural network compatible Laplacian
regularization method with faster and more stable loss reduction. We use it as
the shape regularization in our approach for the topology preserving.
Initialization & Iterations. Some initialization methods and iterative train-
ing are employed to ensure stable training and convergence speed. Firstly, we
use landmark and mask loss to deform the template mesh, initializing geometry.
Subsequently the following two steps are iterated until convergence: 1) fix ge-
ometry V , while training features spreading module Fd and appearance A using
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Ours NeuS

NDS Metashape

Template mesh Reconstruction topology

Zoom in

Fig. 3: Illustration of reconstruction topology. The left image shows the topology near
the eyes of the template mesh. And the other four images indicate reconstructed mesh
topology of four different reconstruction method. It can be observed that our recon-
struction results maintains topology consistency with the template mesh and achieve
better topology quality.

shading loss; 2) fix Fd and appearance A, while optimizing V using shading and
mask loss.
Training Strategy. When optimizing geometry, due to Laplacian shape rigid-
ness, as one vertex moves the surrounding vertices will also move, so the loss
function should be computed using all pixels from multiple views to prevent os-
cillations. When optimizing Fd and A, random rays of random images are used
to calculate shading loss.

4 Experiments

4.1 Topology & Dataset

We use an Unreal MetaHuman character pre-defined by artists as our template
mesh. Following classical 3DMM methods [3, 33], we manually segment face re-
gion (consisting of 11,763 vertices and 23,004 triangles) from original head mesh
and label 106 landmark indices on the region.

Evaluation is performed on multi-view face image dataset released in [40],
which includes facial scans of 438 people and 20 expressions for each person.
We obtain multi-view images for testing from seven authorized subjects of four
identities. For each scan, 30 images are captured with cameras uniformly dis-
tributed on a half sphere. The image resolution is 5456 ∗ 3632, downsampled
to 2K in our experiments. [40] uses Agisoft’s Metashape software to estimate
camera parameters and reconstruct facial scans. We additionally implement a
non-rigid ICP registration method to deform template mesh to approximate
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Fig. 4: Comparison of geometry reconstruction of our method with NeuS [38], and
NDS [43] using Metashape as reference. We also compare our final reconstruction with
registered mesh by non-rigid ICP and mesh constrained by landmark loss only.

scans as comparison. Subsequently, we generate masks using the registration
results and estimated camera parameters.

4.2 Implementation details

Our method is implemented in PyTorch and tested on single NVIDIA RTX4090
GPU. In experiments, a four-layer MLP is used as the features spreading mod-
ule, with 256 hidden layer size and ReLU activation. We set nf = 512, na = 16
for implicit texture feature. Adam [16] is used as the optimizer. Learning rate of
MLP and implicit feature is set to 8e− 4 and 5e− 3 respectively, while learning
rate of vertices position is set to 3e − 2. Laplacian regularization weight of [30]
is set to 19. In practice, 32 face contour landmarks are discarded as they are se-
mantically inconsistent across views. For geometry initialization stage, landmark
loss and mask loss supervise training for 40 iterations (about 20 minutes). We
train Fd and A with fixed geometry using shading loss for 2000 iterations(about
30 minutes), and then train geometry with fixed appearance parameters for 40
iterations(about one hour). The two steps above are repeated twice.

4.3 Comparisons

We compare the reconstruction accuracy and rendering quality with neural ren-
dering based multi-view reconstruction methods, and compare reconstruction
error with MVS with registration procedure. We also demonstrate the rendering
effects after face animation. Baseline algorithms are as following: 1) NeuS [38], a
widely-used neural volume rendering based reconstruction method. 2) NDS [43],
a neural deferred rasterization based multi-view reconstruction method which
combines mesh representation and MLP neural shader. 3) Agisoft Metashape, a
commercial 3D reconstruction software which performs image feature matching
and poisson surface reconstruction to produce high-quality mesh. 4) Metashape
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GT Ours NDS NeuS

Fig. 5: Comparison of rendering quality to NeuS [38], NDS [43] and ground truth
image. Compared to the baselines, our approach can render more facial details. Zoom-
in details can be checked in Fig. 6.

with non-rigid registration, classical topology uniformed face mesh reconstruc-
tion method. For the sake of fair comparison, we included head masks as input
during the training of NeuS [38] and NDS [43]. More results (including abla-
tion study on deformation-invariant feature spreading module) can be found in
supplementary materials.

Method Metashape NeuS [38] NDS [43] Non-rigid ICP ours(Lldmk only) ours

Error - 2.53375 4.71150 3.99536 18.2649 4.08451
Vertex num 110,340 391,508 8,979 11,763 11,763 11,763

Table 1: Reconstruction accuracy comparison with NeuS [38], and NDS [43]. This met-
ric is conducted by computing nearest point-to-mesh distance with Metashape scans.
The number of vertices output by Metashape, NeuS [38] and NDS [43] is not fixed. We
calculated the average number of vertices for all experimental face meshes.

Geometry Reconstruction. We evaluate the geometry reconstruction qual-
itatively and quantitatively. We compare our reconstruction with NeuS [38],
NDS [43], mesh registration from scans and mesh deformed by Lldmk only. The
minimal distance per vertice between reconstruction and Metashape scan is cal-
culated for quantitative comparison as shown in Table 1 and mapped to color
for visualization which can be checked in Figure 4. The hair region of scans
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Fig. 6: Face details rendering results.

has relatively high noise, and this part is excluded when calculating distances.
Our method achieves better result to NDS [43], and comparable results with
non-rigid ICP registration. Note that our reconstructed mesh has notably lower
number of vertices compared to NeuS [38] and Metashape, which limits ability
of mesh to represent details. Additionally, the non-rigid ICP method aims to
closely align with scan, while our objective is to resemble the images. Therefore,
using Euclidean distance to Metashape scan as a quantitative metric, the ICP
method holds a slight advantage.

Method PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓

NeuS [38] 27.7589 0.966905 0.358353
NDS [43] 22.5072 0.958411 0.370280

Ours 31.6232 0.993631 0.090816
Table 2: Rendering quantitative comparison with NeuS [38] and NDS [43]. Our ren-
dering results achieve better scores than baseline methods.

Topological Quality of Reconstruction. We also demonstrate the topologi-
cal quality of the reconstruction results in Figure 3. It can be observed that the
mesh topology extracted by Marching Cubes in NeuS has poor quality, while
the mesh topology reconstructed by Poisson surface in Metashape is moderate
but requires more points to describe the shape. The mesh distribution in NDS
is relatively uniform but cannot capture finer details in the eyes. The topology
we used is crafted by artists, featuring higher topological quality and allocat-
ing more vertices to regions with complex geometry such as eyes and mouth.
Our results maintain topology quality and consistency with the template mesh.
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Fig. 7: Mesh editing and rendering. We demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed
deformation-invariant feature spreading module by animating the reconstructed mesh
and rendering the deformed mesh. Face mesh editing is achieved by blendshapes.

The effects of blendshape animated face shown in Fig 7 also demonstrate the
topological consistency.
Rendering quality. Our method has undergone qualitative and quantitative
analyses compared with NeuS [38], NDS [43], and the original image. PSNR,
SSIM [41], LPIPS [54] are computed to evaluate differences between rendered
images with true observations, as shown in Table 2. In qualitative comparisons,
Figure 5 reveals that our method achieves better rendering results compared to
the baseline methods. Our proposed method performs better than baselines in
render facial details such as hair, areas around the eyes, and lip wrinkles, as
shown in the zoom-in rendering in Figure 6.
Expression Editing. Our reconstructed mesh can be easily edited using clas-
sical mesh deformation methods like blendshapes [18]. After editing, the learned
implicit feature and features spreading module can be applied to the deformed
mesh seamlessly. Some results are shown in Figure 7.

5 Conclusion

This paper proposes a novel mesh volume rendering mechanism to enable topology-
consistent face mesh reconstruction directly from multi-view images. We simulate
radiance field by discrete mesh using a deformation-invariant learnable features
spreading module to spread sparse surface features into surrounding space. Due
to the deformation invariance, the reconstructed geometry and appearance can
be rendered seamlessly after editing. Experiments have demonstrate the recon-
struction, rendering quality and animated face rendering.
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